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Abstract. We characterize here the free partially commutative monoids the regular sets of which 
form a Boolean algebra or are all unambiguous: these are, in both cases, the free products of free 
commutative monoids. This result has been established independently by other authors but the 
method used here is original. It is based on the properties of generalized automata on free products 
of monoids. 
Rhmi. Nous caractirisons ici les monoi’des de commutation dont les parties rationnelles forment 
une algibre de Boole et ceux dont les parties rationnelles ont toutes non ambigu6s: ce sont, dans 
les deux cas, les produits libres de mono’ides commutatifs libres. Ce rhsultat a Ctd Ctabli, indkpen- 
damment, par d’autres auteurs mais la mithode employie ici, qui utilise les propriids des 
automates g&Gralisis sur des produits libres de monoi’des, est originale. 
1. Introduction 
Since a long time already, the free partially commutative monoids have been 
considered in connection with combinatorial problems (cf. 17, 161). 
words over a partially commutative alphabet became of interest o computer scientists 
for they allow to model problems of concurrency control. In this framework, the 
alphabet consists in functions and the commutation between these functions corre- 
sponds to the commutation of mappings under composition (cf. [23], for instance). 
Sets of words over such partially commutative alphabets were introduced by 
M;Pazurkiewicz under the name of truce Zuprguages, as a tool for describing the 
behaviour of concurrent program schemes in the same sense as usual formal 
languages describe the behaviour of sequential program schemes. Three recent 
suveys [2, 17, 201 give a rather complete description of the subject. 
!B paper by Fle and Roucairol [ 131 initiated a xrries of studies of trace languages 
?iat are recognizable [9,10, NJ9 culminating in the characteri :ation of recognizable 
trnce languages by Ochmansky [19]. On the gular trace languages 
:XT~ become a natural object of study, as 
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language theory. For instance, Bertoni, Mauri, and Sabadini considered in [S] the 
tlroblems of membership and equivalence for regular trace languages. We address 
+,Gre, and we solve, the problem of characterizing the conditions on the commutation 
t~iations under which regular trace languages are closed under complementation 
and are unambiguously regular. 
1~ few more formal definitions are convenient o present he content of this paper. 
Let A be a finite alphabet and let 8 be a symmetrical relation on A which we 
shall call a commutatioal relation on A. We denote by M(A, 0) the quotient of the 
free monoid A* by the congruence generated by the pairs of words (ab, ba) for all 
pairs (a, b) in 6. M(A, 0) is the free partially commutative monoid generated by A 
with respect to the relation 8; following Perrin [20], we call M(A, 0) a commutation 
monoid. If 8 is empty, M( A, 6) is the free monoid A* itself; if 8 is the universal 
relation (i.e., 3 = 4. x A), M( A, 0) is the free commutative monoid generated by A. 
& in [ 1, 2, 5, 6, 171, subsets of M( A, 0) are called trace languages. Regular 
subsc:s of M(A, ej, that is, subsets of M(A, 0) defined by regular expressions, are 
called regular trace languages. Unambiguous regular expressions have been intro- 
in [ 123; unambiguous regular subsets are those defined by unambiguous 
regular expressions. Their properties are studied in Eilenberg’s treatise [Ill. 
Strikingly enough, rational sets of commutation monoids share two remarkable 
properties in the two extremal situaticqs: the free monoid and the free commutative 
monoid, From Kl%ene’s tP=.*:‘;rIrem indeed, and from a part of its proof usually known 
as McN.mgUnrn ark Ya’sqz.da’s algorithm, one deduces the following theorems. 
AL Rational sets of n ~%~ite!y generated free monoid form a Boolean algebra 
( i.e. are c,!osed under complemwtation ). 
3 RationaH sets cf a free monoid are unambiguously rational. 
On the othei- hand, the following results are now classical (as is shown in [12], 
the assumptiolm of freenz.ss in the two theorems is not necessary but this strong 
generalization plays 9o r6le here). 
Gnr;bw~ [Sj). Rational sets of a finitely generated free commutative 
monoid form ti &oolean algebra. 
(Eilenberg and Schutzenberger [ 121). A* Rational sets of a free commutative 
~~~a?~~igMo~sly rational. 
onoids of a general type. 
e previous results cannot be extended without further 
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hypothesis. The monoid C = {a, b}* x {c}* is a commutation monoid: C = 
with A= {a, 6, c} and 8 = ((a, c), (c, a), (6, c), (c, b)}. Let and Q be the subsets 
of C defined by 
.I’ = (u, c)*( 6, I)“, Q=(a, l)*(b, c)*. 
It is readily seen that 
is not a regular subset of C and it belongs to folklore (cf. [ 111) that P u Q is an 
inherently ambiguous regular subset of C. We shall prove here the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A be a fkite alphabet and let M = M(A, 6) be a commutation 
monoid. The following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the regular sets of M form a Boolean algebra; 
(ii) the regular sets of M are unambiguously regular; 
(iii) the relation 8 is transitive. 
The above example gives the proof, ab absurdo, that conditions (i) or (ii) imply 
condition (iii). Indeed, if 8 is not a transitive relation on A there exist three letters 
a, 6, and c in A such that (a, c) and (c, 6) are both in 8 while (a, 6) is not in 6. 
Thus, the monoid C is isomorphic to a submonoid of M( A, 0). Up to that isomor- 
phism, the above sets P and Q are regular subsets of M(A, 0) and the conclusion 
follows. 
After having written a first version of this paper we learned that Theorem 2.1 h:fgJ 
been established independently by other authors. The implication (iii) 3 (i) is proved 
by Aalbersberg and Welzl in [ 11, and both (ii) 1 (i) and (iii)+(i) by Bertoni, Mauri, 
and Sabadini in [6]. The method used here however, and the results below from 
which we derive Theorem 2.1, appear to be new. 
It is easily seen (cf. Section 3) that the relation 0 on A is transitive if and only 
if M(A, 0) is isomorphic to a free product of free commutative monoids. Together 
with a proof of Theorem 2.1, the aim of this paper is to make it clear that this result 
is indeed the outcome of two independent ypes of results. Results of the first type 
are Theorems C and D stated above. In some sense, what commutativity brings to 
regular sets of a commutation monoid (as far as closure under complementation 
and ambiguity are concerned) is entirely taken into account by these two theorems. 
Results of the second type roughly say that the free product preserves closure under 
complementation and unambiguity of regular sets. More precisely, our main results 
are the two following theorems. 
and IV be twdmonoids the r lar subsets of which form a 
algebra. The regular subsets of the free product 
. Let M be two rno~~~ 
algebra and are unambiguously regular. 
are unambiguously regular. 
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Clearly, Theorem C and Theorem 2.2 together give (iii) =$ (i) in Theorem 2. I; 
while Theorem C, Theorem D, and Theorem 2.3 together give (iii) 1 (ii). The paper 
is hence devoted to the proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. Let us add a few remarks 
before getting to this core. 
em 2.4. Recall first that two elements of a monoid M, different from the identity 
1 M, are called divisors of the identity if their product is equal to 1 M. Recall also that 
a subset of a monoid M is sai o be recognizable if it is the union of classes of a 
congruence of finite index of (IUeene’s theorem states that a subset of A* is 
recognizable if and only if it is regular). We can now state a result of Reutenauer 
which bears a striking similarity with Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 
eorem E (Reutenauer 1211). Let M and N be two monoids without divisors of the 
identity and such that their regular subsets are recognizable. The regular subsets of the 
free product M * N are recognizable. 
Indeed the method presented here allows to improve slightly that result as 
expressed in the following theorem. 
eorem 2.5. Let M and N be two monoids the regular subsets of which are recognizable. 
7he regular subsets of the free product M * N are all recognizable subsets if and only 
if at least one of M or N has no divisors o$f the identity. 
It is true that commutation monoids have no divisors of the identity. But since 
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ark 2.8. It can be noted that if not every regular subset of a commutation 
monoid M(A, 6) is unambiguous, M( A, 6) itself is always an unambiguous regular 
subset (of itself). This follows from the fact that for any commutation relation 8 
on an alphabet A it is possible to find a regular set of representatives of M( 4 6) 
in A*, i.e., a regular cross-section of A* for the congruence generated by 8 (cf. [7] 
for the original result and [20] for further references). 
A brief sketch of the proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 will terminate this introductory 
section. We first give the definition of a mechanism on a monoid, a name which 
comes from Conway [S], but an idea that can be traced in the work of several others 
authors (cf. [ll]). T9e basic result (which can be seen as Kleene’s theorem for 
non-free monoids) is that mechanisms generate regular sets and that, conversely, 
any regular set can be generated by a mechanism (Theorem 4.2). echanisms are 
a handier tool to deal with regular sets than regular expressions. In a second step 
we consider the alternating mechanisms on a free product of two monoids and we 
shall see that any regular set of a free product can be generated by such an alternating 
mechanism (Proposition 5.1). Finally, the kernel of this work appears to be the 
proof that any regular set of a free product can be generated by a proper altentating 
mechanism (Theorem 5.2) and the stud:, of the properties of such mechanisms 
cvopositions 6.1 and 6.2) from which the theorems we aim at are readily derived. 
3, Free pmducu 
lf M is a monoid, lM will denote its identity element. 
I&e free product of two monoids M and N, denoted by M * N, can be identified 
with the monoid the elements of which are the finite sequences (ul , 1u2, . . , u,) of 
elemen& of (M\ 1 M ) v (N\ 1 N) alternatively taken in M and N, i.e., 
UiE M\lM e Ui+lE N\lNs 
where the sets M\l M and N\lN are supposed to be disjoint. The product of two 
such sequences 
( Ul,U2,-m-9 Uk)bh, t72:, l l l 9 vp) 
is equal to 
. 
0 ( 
(il) ( 
ul,u2,-•-,uk,vl,--0, up) if uk and v1 do not belong to the same monoid; 
Ul,U2,-e-3 Uk-1, Ukvl, v2, . . . , up) if uk and vl belong to the same monoid 
and &Z)l is different from the identity; 
(iii) the product ( ul, u2, . . . , u&( 212, v3,. . . , I+,) otherwise. 
Both monoids and N are submonoids of 
write %I=M~E(~... 
element TV of * N is unique and is called its sanonica 
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A presentation of a monoid M is a pair (A; R), where A is a set and R is a set 
of pairs of elements of A* such that M is isomorphic to the quotient of A* by the 
congruence generated by R. If (A ; R) is a presentation of M and (18 ; S) is a 
presentation of N with A disjoint from B, then (A v B ; R v S) is a presentation of 
the free product M * N. 
A commutation relation 9 on an alp h-bet A is transitive if and oniy if A can be a 
partitioned into n disjoint subsets Ai: A = A, v A2 u l l l v n such that 8 is the 
union of the universal relation oi on each Ai. We have noted that the commutation 
ere o is the universal relation on A, is the free commutative 
monoid generated by A. If 8 is transitive, M(A, 0) is hence a free product of free 
commutative monoids and, conversely, a free product of free commutative monoids 
is a commutation monoid M(A, 0) with a transitive commutation relation 8. 
Let us start from the classical definition of finite automata. A ilondeterministic 
finite automaton is a quintuple % = (Q, A, 8, q, F), where Q is the (finite) set of 
states, A the input alphabet, 6 : A x Q + 9(Q) the transition function, q. the initial 
state, and F the set of final states. Mechanisms are a double generalization of finite 
automata. In the definition of S : Q x A -) 9(Q), let us interpret A as a set of elements 
of the free monoid A*. Roughly speaking we have a mechanism in full generality 
if we replace, in the definition above, A* by any monoid M and the set A by any 
set of subsets of M. We find it convenient to use mechanisms by means of their 
matrix representation for it allows shorter and easier proofs (even though they may 
then appear as less intuitive proofs); we shall thus give the formal definition of 
mechanisms under this representation. 
Recall first that if M is a monoid, then the set of subsets of M, 9(M), is canonically 
equipped with the multiplication: 
VP, Rc M PR={prIpcP,rE RI. 
Together with the union of sets, which will be denoted by “+” instead of “Y”, this 
multiplication gives P(M) the structure of a semiring. The subset (0, { 1 M}} of P(M) 
is a subsemiring isomorphic to t ng B = (0, 1) and we shall freely 
use that identification. Since an ite, is defined on P(M), the star 
operator is simply defined on 
-matrices (i.e., the matrices the rows and columns 
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Q x Q-matrix; the context should make clear to which identity 1 refers. The star 
operator is then defined on 9( )QxQ as it was defined on P( 
)QXQ x*= u X” 
n&d 
with X0= 1 and Xn+’ = X”X for every integer n. e shall also use the notation 
X+ = UnaN+ X” and here we quote a few classical identities (cf. [8,11]) which will 
be freely used in the sequel’ 
Y”=1+Y+, 
Y+= YY*= y*y, 
Vu, ZE iP(M)QxQ ( Y + z)* = ( Y"Z)" Y* = Y"(zY*)*, 
(YZ)'= Y(zY)*z, 
(Y*)* = y*. 
Before defining the mechanisms by their matrix representation, let us start again 
with the finite automata. Le ‘3 = ( Q9 A, 6, qo, F) be a finite automaton. Let X be 
the Q x Q-matrix with entries in P(A) defined by 
Let I be the Boolean row-vector of dimension Q defined by 
Iq = 
1 ifq=qo, 
0 otherwise; 
and ilet T be the Boolean column-vector of dimension Q defined by 
11 ifpEF, 
TP = (0 otherwise. 
The triple (I, X, T) is another description of the automaton % and it is known that 
L(a), the language recognized by %, is equal to the set IX* T (cf. [ 111, for instance). 
Definition 4.1. Let M be a monoid and Q a finite set. A mechanism of dimension 
Q on M is a triple (I, X, T) where X is a Q x Q-matrix the entries of which are 
subsets of M and where I is a Boolean row-vector and T a Boolean column-vector, 
both of dimension Q. The resul *If a mechanism (I, X, T) is the subset IX*T of 
M. Two mechanisms on are equitdent if they have the same result. Finally, a 
mechanism (I, X, T) is said to be proper if the identity lM does not belong to any 
entry of X. 
The matrix representation of finite automata goes back to the beginning of the 
theory of automata and may be considered as folklore. e name of ‘mechanism’ 
was introduced by Conway, who in [$I, considere 
’ All these identities but the last one are valid for Y and Z belonging to any semiring where the 
star operation is defined; the last one holds because Y+ Y = Y for any Y in P( 
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and made a systematic use of the matrix representation. The mechanisms we have 
just defined are generalizations of the generalized M-automata in [ 1 I]. The following 
result is proved in [S] for M a free monoid; the same proof holds in the general case. 
eore .2. Let M be a monoid and % a famil If subsets of M. A subset of M 
belongs to the regular closure of %’ if and only if it is the result of a mechanism the 
entries of which are in Ce. 
The fact :hat finite automata with ‘e-moves’ are equivalent to finite GUsurnata 
without E-moves may be rephrased by the following lemma. 
.3. Any mechanism on M is equivalent to a proper mechanism on M. 
roof. Let (I, X, T) be a mechanism on M. The matrix X may be written as 
X = E + Y where E is a Boolean matrix and Y a matrix the entries of which do 
not contain 1 M. We then have 
X*=(E+ Y)*=(E*Y)*E”. 
The entries of E* Y are a (finite) union of the entries of Y The mechanism 
(I, E* Y, E* T) is thus proper and equivalent to (I, X, T). Cl 
g mechanism on a free product 
Let and N be two monoids. A mechanism (I, X, T) on the free product M * N 
is called an alternating mechanism if there exists a block decomposition of X of 
the form 
such that the blocks in the diagonal are two null, square matrices and such that the 
) and the entries of W to P(N). 
Any regular subset of 
the entries of which 
* N is the result of an alternating mechanism 
are regular subsets of and N. 
.2 it follows that any regular subset of * N is the result 
e entries of which are finite subsets 
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where Y is a mechanism on and 2: is a mechanism on N e classical identities 
give 
( Y + z)* = ( Y*z)* Y” = (Z + Y'Z)? Y* = z*( Y+z+)* Y* 
=(l+Z+)(Y+Z+)*(l+ Y’). 
Developing and re-arranging this equality give 
( y+ z)* = ( Y+z+)* + Z’( Y+z+)* + ( Y+z+)* Y+ + Z’( Y+z+)* Y* 
= 1+ ( Y+Z+)++ (z+Y+)*z++ ( Y+z+)* y++ (2’ Y+)‘. 
It is then not difficult to recognize that since IT+ IT = IT the mechanism (I, X, T) 
is equivalent to the alternating mechanism (I’, X’, T’), where 
I’= (I I), X1=(;+ ‘6), T'=(F). 
Since the entries of Y and 2 are finite subsets of M and N, the entries of X’ are 
regular subsets of M and N. Cl 
In the sequel we shall say that an alternating mechanism on M * N is regular if 
its entries are regular subsets of M and N. Lemma 4.3 implies that the mechanism 
(I, X, T) in the proof of Proposition 5.1 may always be assumed to be proper. If 
this holds and if neither M nor N have divisors of the identity (cf. Remark 2.4), 
then the regular alternating mechanism (I’, X’, T’) is also proper. This is the case if 
M and N are free products of free commutative monoids. A reader who is only 
concerned with trace languages may thus jump to the next section where we shall 
derive Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 (and hence Theorem 2.1) from properties of proper 
alternating mechanisms. 
If M and/or N have divisors of the identity, then r’ and/or Z+ 
nonproper even if Y and 2 are proper. The key result of this section 
rather a weak hypothesis every regular set of M * N can nevertheless 
by a proper alternating mechanism. 
may well be 
is that under 
be generated 
Theorem 5.2. Let M be a monoid such that for every regular subset L of L\lM is 
also regular and bet N be a monoid with the same property. Then any regular subset 
of * N is the result of Q proper and regular alternating mechanism. 
he hypothesis o 
(respectively 
that the conclusion of Theorem 5.2 ho1 
identity; it is an easy exercise to 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 relies on the following identities. 
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a 5.3. Let X be a matrix with a bloc decomposition 
X= 
0 v 
E+Z 0 = 
Then 
(a) 
0 
E-b-2 
f. Identity (a) is obtained by a sequence of computations on 2 x 2-matrices. 
Since 
we have 
Since 
we have 
Since E -I- E = E, we now find 
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Since ((VE)“VE)*(VE)“=(VE)” and 
(; ;T=(: $9 
(b) follows, by using (a) the other way around. Cl 
Exchanging the rows as well as the columns of in Lemma 5.3 obviously gives 
(with the notation that will be used later): 
an identity that will also be referred to as Lemma 5.3(a). 
Proof of Theorem 5. . (1) Let (I, X, T) be a regular alternating mechanism on 
M * N. Let 
X= 0 v, 
( > w, 0 n 
For every integer n, let Vn, Wn, En, Zn, Fn, Yn be inductively defined by the following 
formulae: 
K = &+1+Z+1, 
where En,, is Boolean and Z,,, proper; 
V n+~ =( KEn+,)* Vn = Fn,, + u,+l, 
where Fn+l is Boolean and Y,+l proper; 
W n+l = ( W,fL+l)* W,a 
The hypothesis on the regular sets of M and N implies that if X is regular, then 
so are Y, and Z,, for every n. In order to simplify the notation, let us adopt the 
following conventions: 
go = do = 1 identity matrix of the size of 
1 0 
en = 
( > 
f En1’ n= 
gn+l = gnenfn, dn+l =.&A= 
From Lemma 5.3 it follows that, for every n, 
x*=g, 
2en, 
olean 
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ge=g, gf=g, ed = d, fd = d. 
From 
vk = ( Vk-,E)* v,_.., = F-I- Yk, 
V k+l = (vkE)* vk = (( v,_,r:)* v&E)” &_I= v, = F + Yk+l, 
it follows that the sequence Y, is constant from k onwards, and let thus Y == Yk. 
The same is true for &, so let 2 = & 
(2) Now, put 
and x= 
One verifies that t s ef and t sfi from which gt 6 g and td s d follow. We now 
claim that 
gx”d =g(t+x)*d (1) 
which we shall prove by showing by induction on n that 
gx-d =g(t+x)-d 
( X sn is a shortening for CiI,” x’). This equality clearly holds for n = 0 and n = 1. 
We first note that 
xtx=(& yfy) 
and thus xtxs(t+x). Now, (t+x)n+l=xn+* + p(x, t), where p is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree n + 1 on the two noncommuting variables t and x. For every 
monomial m(x, t) of p at least one of the following is true: 
m(x, t) = tm’(x, t) 
m(x, t) = m’(x, t)t 
where m’ is of degree n 
m(x, t) = m’(x, t)xtxm’(s, t) where m’m” is of degree n - 2. 
If we replace every factor x or t of m’ and of m” by (t + x), we geC: 
g(m(s t))d s g(m'(x, t))d s g(( t +x)“)d, 
g(m(x, t))d c g( m’(x, t)( t + x)m”(x, t))d s g(( t + x)“-‘)d. 
e, g( p(x, t))d s g((x+ t)““)d, which proves (1) by induction hypothesis. 
e mechanism (Ig, x, dT) is e uivalent to (I, X9 T), and proper, 0 
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PQ and QP are unambiguous; moreover, if both P and Q are proper (i.e., do not 
contain the identity), those subsets PQ and both generate free submonoids of 
* N. In particular M * N belongs to the unambiguous regular closure of Me= 
/IM and N’=N\lN: 
* N=(M’N’)*+(M’N’)*M’+N’( 
=(l+N’)(M’N’)*(l+ (2) 
.I. Let L be the result of a proper alternating mechanism (E, X, T) on 
M * N. The complement of L in M * N is the result of a (proper alternating) me 
the entries of which belong to the Boolean algebra generated by the entries of 
Proof. (1) The first step is a generalization of the classical construction of a 
deterministic (finite) automaton from a nondeterministic one. 
Let (E, V, T) be a proper mechanism on M of dimension Q: ‘Ihis mechanism 
defines a function S : Q x M + P(Q) by 
VpEQVmEM Wp,m)={q(mE VP,,). 
The function 6 is additively extended to a function the domain of which is Sr( Q) x M 
bY 
VIE P(Q) 6(1, m)= U S(p, m). 
PEl 
In turn, this function 6 allows to define a proper mechanism f of dimension P(Q): 
WI, JE S(Q) ?‘,,, = {me M’IS(I, m)= J}. 
The entries of G belong to the Boolean algebra generated by the entries of V. More 
precisely, the following claim holds. 
Claim 1 
VP, JE P(Q) i$, = 
The proof of Claim 1 is given by the following sequence of equivalences: 
rnE ?l,J a 6(I, m)=J 
(~4 {VqEJ,3pQqE6(p,lyr)} and WqQbQg~~(p,m)} 
e {tlqEJ,3pEI,qE6(p,m)} and 1{3qgJ,3psI,q~S(p,m)} 
e {Vq E J, 3p E I, m E V’,,} and -1{3q E J, 3p E I, m E VP,,} 
The vectors k!? and T are defined in the same way, fro 
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Thus, since E and T are Boolean vectors, 
At this point, the reader has to be aware that A4 plays the role of the alphabet 
A (and not of the monoid A*) in the classical construction. For every I of 9(Q) 
and for every m of M there exists one and only one J in 9(Q) such that m E ?“,,. 
To that extent the mechanism 3 is deterministic and complete. 
(2) Let now (E, X, T) be a proper alternating mechanism on M * N, and let 
E=(K L), X=(; 1)s T=($ 
be its alternating block decomposition. We suppose that both V and W are mechan- 
isms of the same dimension Q. This causes no loss of generality for our purpose 
since we have in mind the construction of an alternating mechanism by means of 
Proposition 5.1. Let (E’, X’, T’) be the mechanism obtained from (E, X, T) by 
applying the above construction to each of its components: 
Claim 2. (E’, X’, T’) is equivalent o (E, X, T). 
im 3. The result of (E’, X’, p) is the complement of the result of (E’, X’, T’), 
where 5;’ is the complement of the Boolean vector T’. 
The proof of both claims exactly follows the proof of corresponding results on 
classical (finite) automata the input of which are words of a free monoid. The 
notation is slightly complicated by the fact that there are two functions S and 7 
(which correspond respectively to p and @) that are applied alternatively instead 
of one. 
Let x = mln,m2n2.. . mknk be an element of M * N with its unique canonical 
factorization (there are in fact four cases to be considered, according to the decompo- 
sition of M * N into four disjoint sets as in Eq. (2). The function S * 7 : P(Q) x 
* N + 9(Q) is inductively defined on k by 
WE g(Q) 6 * ~(4 x) = q@(S * ~(4 fvlm2n2 l . . mk-ink-l), mkl, nkh 
One verifies, again by induction on k and as in the classical case, that 
i, 1G isk, miE VPI,4r, ?liE hPi + 1 I 
e conclusion of both claims follows. Cl 
roof is now strai 
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the result of a proper and regular alternating mechanism (E, 
6.1, 12, the complement of W in M * N, is the result of a mechanism (E’, X’, T’) 
the entries of which belong to the Boolean closure of the entries of X. ‘The hypothesis 
on M and M imply that the entries of X’ are again regular. The set R is then (by 
Theorem 4.2) regular. Cl 
ition 6.2. l%e result of a proper alternating mechanism (E, X, T) on 
belongs to the unambiguous regular closure of the Boolean closure of the entries of X. 
Proof. (1) Let (E, X, T) be a proper alternating mechanism on 
E=(K L), x=(; gv), T=( ;) 
such that, as above, V and W have the same dimension Q. And, as above, let 
(E’, X’, T’) be the mechanism obtained from (E, X, T) by ‘determinization’ of its 
components: 
E’=(& r^), X”= 
The next claim, another property of such determinized alternating mechanism, is 
again a generalization of a property of classical deterministic finite automata. 
The result of (E ‘, X’, T’) is in the unambiguous regular closure of the entries 
Recall first that the result of a mechanism is in the unambiguous regular closure 
of its entries if every element of the result is obtained with a multiplicity equal to 
one (cf. [ 1 l] for details). Consider now the result of (E’, 
p = 
<iw>* (ihe)*? 
> 
and 
E’X’*T’= & )*s^+R(W)*i%+i< (3) 
Let x = mlnlm2n2.. . mk 
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Since the entries of 0 and I+@ belong to the Boolean closure of the entries of 
and W, the proposition is established. Cl 
2.3. This now goes exactly as the one of Theorem 2.2: Let 
and N be two monoids the regular subsets of which form a Boolean algebra and 
are unambiguously regular; in particular, they fulfill the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2. 
Let R be a regular set of A4 * JV. By Theorem 5.2, R is the result of a proper and 
regular alternating mechanism (E, X, T). By Proposition 6.2, R belongs to the 
unambiguous regular closure of the Boolean algebra generated by the entries of X. 
The hypothesis on M and N imply that every element of that Boolean algebra is 
an unambiguous regular set of M * IV: R is thus an unambiguous regular set of 
M*N El 
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